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Amiri Baraka. [LeRoi Jones]. (James Baldwin)
[Program for Memorial Service]: James Arthur Baldwin 1924-1987 [with] Unity.
January 18, 1988
New York: (Pantane Press) 1987

$1250

One card leaf folded to make six pages. Illustrated. Small stain on first page, else near fine. Contains Baraka’s
printed eulogy for Baldwin, “Jimmy.” Signed by Baraka, his own copy, in an envelope hand captioned by him
“James Baldwin.” Also delivering tributes at the service were Toni Morrison and Maya Angelou, with a performance
by Odetta. [With] An issue of the tabloid newspaper Unity that contains the first public appearance of the eulogy;
once again Baraka’s copy, and Signed by him. Folded as issued, slight wear, near fine. OCLC locates two copies of
the program. [BTC#344268]

Alan Marlowe. (Wallace Berman, Robert Creeley, Kirby Doyle, Robert
Herms, and Charles Olson)
Eight Vintage Photographs of American Authors
$4500

Eight vintage prints of American authors by Alan Marlowe,
apparently all taken in 1966. Black and white photographs, each
approximately 8" x 10". Fine condition. All but one are captioned
on the back attributing them to Alan Marlowe, whether in his hand
or not is unknown. Housed in an envelope hand addressed by LeRoi
Jones (Amiri Baraka) to Robert Wilson, postmarked in 1966. Jones was co-editor and publisher, along with Diane
Di Prima (at the time Marlowe’s wife), of the extremely influential literary zine Floating Bear. Di Prima and Jones
were known to pay there debts to Wilson, who helped support the zine, with manuscripts and photographs that
Wilson would sell at his Phoenix Bookshop. Accompanied by a 1967 invoice from Wilson, selling the photographs
to a collector. The authors photographed are Wallace Berman, Robert Creeley (two identical images, but the print
intonation is different), Kirby Doyle (two different images), Robert Herms (two prints from the same image, one is
a close-up view), and Charles Olson. A very nice collection of vintage photographic images. [BTC#365205]

LeRoi Jones
La Mort D’Horatio Alger [Tales]
(Paris): Calmann-Lévy 1969

$200

First French edition of Tales. Printed
wrappers. Advance Review Copy with
perforated “S.P.” stamp. Stain on
foredge, else a tight very good copy.
Baraka’s own copy, Signed by him.
[BTC#344279]

Mayor Richard Hatcher, Keynote Speaker
[Vinyl Record]: The Black Academy of Arts and Letters First Annual Awards
Banquet September 20, 1970
[no place]: Buddah Records 1970

$50

Original 33½ vinyl album. Liner notes by Dr. C. Eric Lincoln. About fine in unprinted paper sleeve in a very
good pictorial cardboard sleeve with rubbing, short tears, and edgewear. Awards presented to Carter G. Woodson
by Sidney Poitier, Henry O. Tanner by Jacob Lawrence, W.E.B. Dubois by John O. Killens, Lena Horne by Harry
Belafonte, C.L.R. James by John Henrik Clarke, Diana Sands by Frederick O’Neal, Imamu Amiri Baraka by
Margaret Walker Alexander, and Paul Leroy Robeson by Benjamin Mays. [BTC#375126]

Michael McClure
Typed Letter Signed to Amiri Baraka [with] Typed Manuscript Signed of McClure’s
“Poem by Amiri Baraka from a dream”
$2500

One page Typed Letter Signed (“Miguel”) to Amiri Baraka. Old folds from mailing else about fine with original
envelope postmarked in 1981. An interesting letter, McClure celebrates the fact that Baraka is out of jail, and then
later, in part: “The other night - the night of the Summer Solstice - Joanna and I were sleeping out under the stars
on the porch and I dreamed that I was typing a poem of yours. It was a really gorgeous (as most of yours are) piece
and it had a column of sounds running down the side. When I got up in the morning the shape of the poem was
very clear in my mind and I began typing what I saw. Here ‘tis.” McClure goes on to relate a similar dream about a
broadside poem by Philip Whalen. [With] One page Typed Manuscript Signed (“Michael McClure”) of the poem
in question. Old mailing folds, else fine. The 46-line poem was later published in McClure’s Fragments of Perseus in
1983 by New Directions. [BTC#383439]

Leroi Jones
Dantes System der Holle (The System of Dantes Hell)
Darmstadt: Joseph Melzer Verlag (1966)

$250

First German edition. Fine in
torn and soiled good dustwrapper.
Signed by the author at a later
date as Amiri Baraka, his own
copy, bought directly from him.
[BTC#383470]

Imamu Amiri Baraka
(LeRoi Jones)
[Manuscript]: Bloodrites
[Circa 1970]

$4500

Signed typed manuscript
[with] Signed photocopy of
a typed manuscript. 8pp.
and 6pp. Loose sheets typed
or printed on rectos only
with one paperclipped and
the other stapled at one
corner; both in the original
red file folder labeled in
holograph “Blood Rites.”
Each with faint edgewear,
else fine. Two working
drafts for this ritualistic
performance piece that
incorporated chanting and
choreographed movement.
A photocopy of the first draft of this work with corrections throughout and a small illustration of dancers on the
second page, typed on Baraka’s letterhead with “(leroi jones)” under his then new name and with one original
correction; a blue line striking through the title, “Rites of Blackness,” and “Blood Rites” written in below. This is
accompanied by an original typed manuscript (also on Baraka’s letterhead, but missing the reference to his birth
name) that reflects the changes made to the photocopy, including the piece’s new title, now one word, along with
several scattered corrections in blue and black ink. Both are Signed and dated in 1995, when they were purchased
directly from the author.
An experimental performance piece that features the devil, interpretive fighting, and animal sacrifice. The drama
utilizes audience participation and begins: “Brother comes out gets a chicken, cuts head off, scatters blood into
audience.” First performed at Baraka’s Spirit House theater located in Newark, New Jersey in 1970, along with
a production of Junkies Are Full of (SHHHHHH....) and first published in Black Drama Anthology by Columbia
University Press the following year.
Two versions of this powerful performance piece from this influential writer and noted social critic. [BTC#383633]

Amiri Baraka
Hard Facts 1973-75
Newark, New Jersey: People’s War 1975

$100

“3rd Printing.” Quarto. Stapled wrappers. Good with one staple pulled from the rear wrap along with few tears
alone the spine and a tape repair to the front wrap and first page. Signed by Baraka at a later date, when we
purchased this directly from the poet. Subtitled excerpts, poetry that angrily and energetically points out class and
racial distinctions. Scarce and ephemeral. [BTC#385439]

